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release. In its final rule on ETCs, BOP stated, "the Bureau agrees that inmates in prerelease 
custody-whether in residential reentry center (RRC) or home confinement-are eligible to earn 
FSA Time Credits under 18 U.S.C. 3632(d)(4)(A), which they could presumably apply, under 18 
U.S.C. 3632(d)(4)(C), toward transfer to supervised release." 15 BOP stated that the practical effect 
of allowing eligible incarcerated people to earn ETCs while in prerelease custody would be 
limited; however, because eligible incarcerated people who satisfy the criteria in 3624(g) would 
be transferred to supervised release to the extent possible, a fact belied by BOP' s "18- month 
rule." BOP should issue guidance to ensure that eligible individuals who wish to participate in 
recidivism reduction programming while on prerelease custody are able to obtain appropriate 
credit. 

To better understand the scope of DOJ's efforts to implement ETCs, we also ask that 
DOJ provide the following information no later than December 7, 2022: 

1. How many people in BOP were awarded ETCs before the auto calculation system
went live? Of that number, how many people lost ETCs after the auto calculation
system went live?

2. How will BOP address ETCs for individuals who have lost credits or been denied
credits for failure to complete needs assessment surveys?

3. In light of the October 14 memo, how is BOP ensuring that people within the two
month window have had their original award of credits restored? Is there any plan to
expedite review of challenges to ETC calculations that implicate the October 14
memo?

4. Who in BOP is responsible for determining if a person is or is not eligible to earn
time credits under 18 U.S.C. Section 3632(d)(4)(D)? Are staff who are responsible
for making eligibility determinations given special training on that task?

5. Please verify whether BOP is making adequate use of the warden exception.

In the past two years, the Justice Department has made important strides that demonstrate 
its commitment to successful implementation of the FSA. For the FSA to realize its full 
potential, the implementation of ETCs requires dramatic improvement without further delay. 
Now is the time to work together to ensure that the goals of the FSA are fully met. We thank you 
for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Richard J. Durbin 
Chair 

Sincerely, 

Charles E. Grassley 
Ranking Member 

15 28 C.F.R. 523 (2022); 28 C.F.R. 541 (2022) https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/0 l/19/2022-
00918/fsa-time-credits. 
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